SENIOR SAFETY

ACROSS

1 Dangerous activity in bed
3 Illuminate these areas
5 Remove to prevent tripping
9 Avoid using slipper wax on these
11 Avoid hiding spare one in obvious place
12 Install on staircase to prevent falls
14 Avoid using if cord is frayed
16 Install this type of bar in bathroom
17 Never tell people you are this
18 Store these in a rack

DOWN

2 Put large ones on house
3 Turn this heater to 120 degrees Fahrenheit or below to avoid scalds
4 Makes a sound when there is smoke
6 Avoid loose clothing when doing this activity
7 Use instead of stove
8 Install a dead _____ on all outside doors
9 Keep handy in case of power outage
10 Have reviewed regularly by a doctor
13 Have checked regularly by a doctor
15 Lock doors and roll up windows when driving one of these
SENIOR SAFETY

Solution:

1. S M O K I N G
2. U W O R K
3. M A
4. D
5. O B S T A C L E S
6. E E O T
7. M
8. B R R O E
9. F L O O R S
10. K C
11. L L M I T R
12. A T K E Y N O O
13. H A N D R A I L A
14. L C A P P L I A N C E
15. I
16. G R A B
17. T S A
18. T I R
19. A L O N E O
20. K N I V E S
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